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This invention relates to improvements in
toys, and one of the objects of this inven
tion is to provide a toy which is adapted to
produce anoise when moved from a designat
8 Sed stable position. . . . . . . . . .
A further object of the inventionisto form
the toy with a bottom portion having a

ingg the tone-producing reed as secured to the

weight to move therein. . . . . . . . . . . .
Fig. 5 is a bottom view of the tone-produc
ing device showing the reed as mounted on
the under side of the weight. . . . . . . .

Fig.6 shows a fragmental portion of the
shell
with the voice device attached to the
rounded supporting surface and having a shell thru,
tone-producing device mounted in this bot of the like.a flexible
. . . member such as rubber
10 by
tomtheportion,
the tone device being actuated It is found in practice of particular ad '80.
movement of a weight, means being 'vantage
construction of toys of this
provided for preventing the weight from characterintothe
produce
having a shell in
passing a line thru the center of the shell the shape of a sphere aortoy
one
having a round
whereby the weight will also serve to roll

ed supporting surface and to mount or pro
duce, preferably in colors, the representa- 6
tions of such objects as will interest and at
tract the attention of small children such for
as the representation of dancing
the returning
action of the ball to instance
kittens or other if
20 perform
stable position.
dresses, or other attractive decora
A still further object of the invention is colorful
and to produce a rounded supporting
to provide this shell with a top portion tion
this portion
shell. ToI preferably
the inner.
having a broad display surface carrying des base portion
of thisforbase
ignating characters thereon and to mount a surface
mount a tone-producing device which is de
%25 weighted tone-producing, device in the bot signed
imitate the cries of the objects rep
tom portion of the shell, whereby the weight resentedtowhen
the ball is rolled about on the
will serve to move the tone-producing mech
or tipped or rocked in the hand of the
anism and also to return the shell to its nor floor
user, and I have weighted thistone-produc
mal or stable position whenrolled from such ing
so that after the ball or shell has
tso position
to bring the display characters back beendevice
rolled
from its normal or stable posi 80
into position to be advantageously observed. tion this weight
will cause the ball to roll
With
these
and
other
objects
in
view,
the
back
to
return
the
display characters to ob
invention consists of certain novel features served position so that
any reading matter
5 of construction, as will be more fully de upon this upper surface will be most advan
scribed, and particularly pointed out in the

is the shell back to its stable position when
rolled from such position, while in other in
stances a separate weight may be positioned
in the shell, if desired, and relied upon to

appended claims.
. In the accompanying drawings:
Fig. 1 is a view of the toy showing the

40 :-
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tageously
Also,
in the construc
tion
of mydisplayed.
improved toy
I arrange
the tone 85
producing or voice device so that the weight
altholoosely mounted is preferably so guided

upper portion as carrying. . designating
char- and limited in its movement that it cannot
. .
.

pass the center of the sphere thus insuring
Fig. 2 is a section thru the shell showing the ball being rolled back to its normal or
one form of tone-producing device mounted stable position after having been rolled from
therein
and resting
or stable such position. Also by so securing this
. . . in. its. . normal
.
45 position. .
weighted tone device to the inner surface of
: Fig. 3 shows the toy partly broken away the shell to one side of the center, the device
in spherical shape when rolled about
and rolled to one side; also showing the actu being
on the floor will produce a curious, wabbling
sting
weight
as
having
moved
the
bellows
motion, which again renders it attractive to
from collapsed position. :
icters.

children; and the following is a detailed de
50 Fig. Ai?histrates the toy in section show scription
of the present embodiment of my '109
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tone producing device of celluloid, I am
invention and showing one shape of toy by lar
enabled to readily and securely cement the

which these advantageous results may be ac same to the inner surface of the shell which
complished.
. . . . .. .
..
particular advantage especially when
With reference to the drawings, 10 desig isthisofshell
formed of celluloid.
70
nates a spherical shell which may be formed In otheris instances,
it is found of import
of celluloid or other suitable material and is ance
to minimize the chances of rupture at
preferably made in halves, the upper half 11 this point
of connection by providing a flexi
having an extended display surface on which ble or yieldable
member between
characters such as illustrated at 12, to in the voice device connecting
and
its
point
attachment 75
terest children, or reading matter such as : to the shell, and one means ofof accomplish
0.
illustrated at 13, or any others suitable pro ing this result is to provide a flexible cup 30
ductions may be formed on or applied to the as shown in Fig. 6 of the drawings, which
surface of the shell. . . .
. . . . . . may be formed of rubber or other suitable
The lower half 14 of the sphere is hollow flexible
material and thru which the voice de 80
and adapted to carry a tone-producing de vice is connected
5
inner Wall of the shell
vice, 15 supported from its inner surface. 14, whereby whentothetheballis
dropped this con

This tone producing device herein illus
will yield and not be ruptured.
trated comprises essentially a tubular body nection
I
have
herein shown and described the
16 having a perforated head 17 at one end actuating weight
in the tone device as also as
and an air-tight head 18 at its opposite end serving as a counterbalance
to return the
made in the form of a cap orhood. . . . shell to stable position, but in some
Bellows.20 is formed preferably of rub a separate weight may be placed in instances
the shell
berized fabric...having its lower edge ce to roll the shell back to its stable position.
mented between the flange 19 of the lower The foregoing description is directed solely go
cap and the lower edge of the tube, 16, which
the construction illustrated, but I
renders.this joint airtight. The upper edge towards
desire,
it
to be understood that I reserve the
of
the
bellows
fabric
is
cemented
as
at
21
privilege
resorting to all the mechanical
between the down-turned flange 22 of the changes toofwhich
the device is susceptible, the
weight 23 and the down-turned flange 24 of invention being defined
limited only by 9
30 the reed plate. 25, whereby this.edge is also the terms of the appendedandclaims.
. .
hermetically sealed. On this reed-plate is I claim: . . . . .
.
mounted a vibratory tongue; 26 which when 1. A device comprising an apertured
the air passes thru the opening controlled by spherical
shell, a resilient support having an
this reed the reed is caused to vibrate and imperforate
conforming to the curvature too
- 85 produce the tone required. . . . .
. of said shellbase
and
secured to the inner wall
- The cup-shaped weight 23 is provided with thereof, an integral
flange ex
a top opening 27 and is loosely mounted to tending upwardly fromperipheral
said
base,
a tone
move freely in the tube. 16, whereby when producing device mounted in saidandsupport
the shelli is rolled to one side to a degree and firmly engaged by said flange. . . . . . 05
a little greater than that illustrated in Fig. 4, 2. A device comprising, an apertured
this weight will tip up and in moving back to spherical
a display surface on the oute
the collapsed position of the bellows will portion ofshell,
the
shell
the upper half
cause, the air, trapped in the bellows to pass thereof, a resilientcomprising
support
mounted
on the
outwardly thru the reed opening and cause inner wall of the shellhaving an imperforatelo
as rweight
this reedintothis
vibrate
and producer a tone, the
base coniforming to the curvature of
case performing a double arcuate
the
shell
secured to the shell diametrically
function, first to open or lift the upper edge oppositeand
the
display surface, an integral
of the bellows. which is secured thereto; and peripheral flange
extending upwardly from
second as the movement, of this, weight is re said arcuate base, and
a tone producing device ails
stricted
so
that
it...cannot
cross
the
center
of
is
in said support and firmly engaged
the shell the latter is bound to rollback un mounted
der influence of the weight to its stable posi by said flange, the tone producing device be
tion, which effect. has many advantages; ing, positioned wholly in the lower half of
first, by returning the shell to its stable or the-shell.
3. A device comprising an apertured"
5 normal resting. position it brings, the upper
portion of the sphere with itsposition
display to
char
be spherical shell, a display surface on the outer
acters, back into the proper
portion of: the shell comprising the upper
-observed advantageously.
.. .
half
a tone producing device includ
This sphere is provided with suitable ing athereof,
vibrator
to the inner wall of 125
openings. 28 to permit a circulation of air the lower half ofsecured
the
shell
at a point diamet
in the shell, which is necessary...for directop rically opposite: the said display
a
-eration of the stone device and -also these movable.bellows, for operating saidsurface,
vibrator,
holes permit the tones to float routwardly a movable weight for, operating said bellows,
therethrough. . .
.. . . .65 "Byforning the lower. . head.18
of this-tubu and a wall.located in the lower, half of said (130
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shell for confining said bellows and weight
wholly to the lower half of the shell.

4. A device comprising an apertured
spherical shell, a display surface on the outer
portion of the shell comprising the upper.
half thereof, a tone producing device includ
ing a vibrator secured to the inner wall of
the lower half of the shell at a point diamet
rically opposite the said display surface, a
10 movable bellows for operating said vibrator,
a movable weight for operating said bellows,
and a cover secured to said tone producing
device and located in the lower half of said
shell for confining movement of said bellows
15

as weight wholly to the lower half of the

Se.
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In testimony whereof I affix my signature.
ARTHUR W. DACOSTA.
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